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Release Notes
Issue #

Category

Found In
Release

Module

Title

58980

Feature
Enhancement

N/A

API & CLI

Request for Email parser for EVMail

194892

Feature
Enhancement

N/A

Interest Lists

Support for user id's containing @ signs, in interest lists

194734

Feature
Enhancement

N/A

User Custom

New custom exit implemented for Mass Update feature

Release Note
Now implemented is a generic, non email client specific
method to strip out old contents generated by the
ExtraView mail notification program, when a user replies
to this email and adds some new comments to the mail.
Previously, interest list designations could not contain an
@ sign. This made life difficult if an email address was
used as the User ID of an account. This has been
enhanced so that @ signs may be used within Interest
Lists.
A new user custom exit has been added to permit a user
custom to filter the list of fields available for modification
in the Mass Update utility. The method is named
massUpdateSelectList, and it has the following
parameters:
- Connection to database
- Current session
- The list of dd names and titles that will be presented to
the user
- Flag indicating whether it is for a clone operation or a
mass update operation

192476

Product Bug

6.3.1

API & CLI

Perl error in evget CLI command

The returned list must leave alone the first entry in the list,
which is a dummy value. The ddnames in the list have
already been checked for security permissions, so not all
ddnames may be present
CLI users of the evgetfields command could sometimes
see:
Newline in left-justified string for printf at ./evget line 234,
<STDIN> line 2.

192703

Product Bug

6.3.1.2

Add & Edit

194818

Product Bug

6.4

Administration

192583

Product Bug

6.3.1.1

Allowed Values

ExtraView Confidential

This problem has been fixed.
ExtraView fails to handle Enter key attempts gracefully on ExtraView did not gracefully handle the use of the Enter
Safari / Chrome / Firefox
key on Add / Edit screens in Safari / Firefox / Chrome
browsers. We now catch the keycode and handle this
appropriately.
Password security issue with Adobe Flash plug-in
It was possible using the Adobe Flash plug-in to hijack an
ExtraView session and then alter the password of a
different user account. This is now impossible.
Problem with Allowed Values when parent is the AREA
This only became an issue when upgrading an old 6.3
field
site to this version of code. The allowed values
enhancements from that version introduced an
incompatibility with allowed values where the AREA field
was the parent. This has been fixed.
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194720

Product Bug

6.4.1

194741

Product Bug

6.3.1.3

194742

Product Bug

6.4

192626

Product Bug

6.4.1

194944
193493

Product Bug
Product Bug

6.4.1
6.4.1

Module

Title

Release Note

Import and Export After performing an XML export and importing the file a
saved chart could not be run or edited

This occured when the XML export explicitly excluded
reports from the export. The import incorrectly handled
the absence of the reports and caused a problem with
existing charts. This has been fixed.
Import and Export Using a date range to restrict the output of an xml export The filter using a date range on the XML export was not
file created an improperly formatted XML file
working correctly and has been fixed.
Import and Export Metadata import problem with business areas
After performing an XML export of metadata, and
importing the file, business areas in the export file were
not visible to users as they had been in the source
database. This was fixed.
Layout Editor
Unable to copy a layout to a different business area within When an administrator attempted to save a layout to a
the Screen and Report Layout Editor
different business area and project, they received an alert
that they needed to provide a title and description for the
layout, even though that was present. This was fixed.
Notification
EVMail templates stopped working after upgrade to 6.4.1 This was fixed
Sign On
With hybrid login, when LDAP login fails, user was able to This was fixed.
login with invalid password

Count: 13 records
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